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1 FEMA-_ CAP-SSSE FY20__ Instructions Please provide a program narrative for CAP-SSSE using the eligible activities listed below. In an 
effort to standardize the program narratives all Region _ states will be required to use the outline below for submitting their program narrative.  
 
Including an introduction and conclusion are optional. However, you may include information such as the number of staff that work on CAP-SSSE 
activities, staff qualifications levels, the number of NFIP communities served by your state, how the NFIP incorporates with state programs, etc., as 
you see appropriate and necessary. 
 
After the eligible activities, please include a narrative describing what the activity will include and quantifiable hours and dollars requested for the 
activity. You do not need to include every eligible activity listed below (although some of them are mandatory based on the FY10 CAP-SSSE 
guidance). All of your activities need to fall within the activities listed below. You cannot add additional activities.  
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FEMA REGION _ CAP-SSSE PROGRAM NARRATIVE PROPOSAL 
Federal Fiscal Year 20__ 

 

 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 
 
I. Eligible Activities and Requirements:  The State Agency, Floodplain Management Program 

(FMP) staff responds to requests for information, assistance, and educational opportunities from 
local floodplain management officials, citizens, engineers, developers, lenders, agents, government 
officials, and the general public concerning NFIP-regulations, floodplain permits and compliance, 
map and flood hazard information, and NFIP-map changes. FMP provides community assistance 
to monitor and assist NFIP-participating communities. This assistance includes assisting 
communities with joining the NFIP or the Community Rating System and conducting CRS activities. 
Communities prioritized for visits, contacts, or meetings in FY__ will include those with high 
potential risks or benefits from their floodplains, those pending approval for CRS application, or 
under consideration for FEMA/State floodplain funding.  

 
The 20__ CAP work plan incorporates both Core and Advanced Program Elements and while 
accommodating the potential for Targeted Needs (FY__ CAP Guidance) reflects a further attempt 
to accommodate FEMA’s continuing focus on finishing out the Map Modernization process, 
transition to Risk M.A.P. and the consequent ambiguity of workload projections. Notably, since 
FEMA’s current projections call for up to ___ map-related regulation updates with related 
workshops, this task will consume much of the FY__ CAP resources. State Agency’s priority is to 
remain responsive to the needs of the communities we serve. To accomplish this, the CAP work 
plan contains the range of FEMA-approved assistance services. In coordination with FEMA, FMP 
will provide regulations assistance to the appropriate communities in response to their map-
updates and will provide other community assistance services accordingly. FMP will provide 
documentation and appropriate evidence that demonstrates completion of approved activities and 
accountability of funds expended.  
 

II. Reporting Requirements: FMP will report, as required, to the Region __ office to demonstrate 
progress in meeting agreed upon performance measures. FMP will continue to work with FEMA 
Regional and HQ staff to develop the capability and access needed to use the FEMA reporting and 
tracking tools (CIS, MIP, etc.), and avoid redundancy. FEMA has established the Community 
Information System (CIS) as the authoritative information source for their Headquarter and 
Regional staff to use in the management of the map adoption process. It is anticipated that the CIS 
CAP-SSSE Report will be acceptable narrative on most of the CAP activities and can be prepared 
quarterly, semi-annually, and as a year-end summation. The FEMA CAP-SSSE PROGRAM GAP 
ANALYSIS TOOL (version 1 August 2009) may conflict with FEMA’s 2008 three tiered State FP 
Program approach and does not readily align with the FEMA-_ template.     

Date:                                       
State:                                     State 
Applicant Name:                      State Agency  
Applicant Phone Number:         
Applicant Address:                    
 
Applicant E-mail:                       
Funding Opportunity Number:    
Period of Performance:            October 1, 20__ to September 30, 20__ 
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III. Other Information: FMP has developed floodplain management competency, professional 

credibility, and strong rapport with State communities and floodplain property owners. This 
relationship allows FMP to provide for the cooperative management of the state’s floodplains, flood 
risk reduction, and floodplain resource protection. FMP is comprised of seven highly trained, full-
time staff including: one program manager, one senior environmental specialist, three 
environmental specialists, one geographic information system specialist (all Certified Floodplain 
Managers), and one administrative assistant. With the additional FEMA-funds awarded this year, 
we are training a hydrogeologist and have gained the support services of two engineers, all to 
further restore program services reduced by recent staff reductions.  

 
IV. Funding Distribution:  Final Deliverables and descriptions of both tasks, with the staff resource 

commitment to the FY 20__-CA, have been provided in detail in the following Work and Staffing 
Plan. State’s narrative (with budget attachments) identifies the time and cost for each activity more 
precisely than the required template table (see V below). State’s estimated total salary cost for 
each task has been added to each template table for easy comparison. State’s information refines 
wage, fringe, indirect, activity, and line item entries. The activities performed by FMP are supported 
with at least 25% state match. This allows FEMA to obtain products and services more efficiently 
by leveraging partner funding. The breakdown of the proposed FY 20__-CA budget is indicated on 
the Projected Budget Summary Table below and attachments. 

 
V. Other budgetary assumptions include: 
 

o In addition to personnel and fringe, the federal share includes an indirect cost based upon a 
rate negotiated in accordance with Office of Management and Budget Circular A-87 for federal 
contracts in FY__. The fixed indirect cost rate for all programs is ___% 

 
o The FY__ fringe rate is ___% & is based on the current year’s average fringe rate. 

 
o Line Item costs (indicated for certain tasks) include one time, fixed costs (i.e., printing, 

postage, travel, etc.) for products produced under the CA and also costs associated with travel 
to and from professional development opportunities (i.e., airfare, hotel, per diem, etc.). Most 
line item costs will be reflected as federal share. The travel reimbursement rate is $0.__/mi.   

 
o The proposed budget includes no salary increase for FMP staff.  

 
o Obligations of the State of State are subject to the State Revised Code, Chapter 126.07.  

 
VI. Conclusion: The State of State has assumed a consistently larger share of the cost for completing 

CAP-activities as is reflected in our increased state match for federal funds. We are committed to 
being a valuable partner with FEMA in flood damage reduction and protection of floodplain 
resources; however, State General Revenue Funding is not increasing or being reallocated to 
floodplain management activities at the rate needed to continue performing these activities in the 
same scope and breadth. An in-depth discussion of the gaps, strategies, and performance metrics 
is contained in the State of State’s Five-Year Plan.  
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VII.  Executive Summary 
 
Tasks 

1. Community Assistance Visits (CAVs) and Contacts (CACs) 
2. Regulations (Ordinance / Resolution) Assistance:   
3. Five-Year Plan Updates/Performance Measurement:  
4. State Model Regulations Updates & Monitoring of State Regulatory Environment 
5. Outreach, Workshops, and Other Education 
6. General Technical Assistance 
7. Community Rating System (CRS) Support (see Task 2) 
8. Mapping Coordination Assistance 
9. Coordination with Other State Programs and Agencies 
10. Assistance to Communities in Responding to Disasters 
11. Entering Floodplain Management Data in the Community Information System (CIS) 

(see all tasks) 2 
 
Projected Budget Summary Table 
 

      
      

[Insert table]      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      

      
      

 
Actual amounts may vary and will be tracked using quarterly reports. For additional budget details see the detailed 
budget in the Appendix.  

                                                 
2. FEMA-_ CAP-SSSE FY20__ Instructions If this activity is chosen for FY__ funding please be clear what type of data will be entered. Please 

do not use this activity to enter CIS data in the aforementioned activities. For example, do not use this activity for entering CAV and CAC data into 
CIS. The CAV and CAC data entry in CIS should be included in the CAV and CAC activity. 
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WORK & STAFFING PLAN 
 

STAFF POSITION LEGEND 
PM  –  Program Manager 
GS  –  Geographic Information 
Specialist  
AA   –  Administrative Assistant 

ES2 –  Environmental Specialist 2 
ES1 –  Environmental Specialist 1 
PE2 –  Program Engineer 2  

 
 
 
1. Community Assistance Visits (CAVs) and Contacts (CACs):  CAVs and CACs identify 

potential compliance problems and need for technical assistance. Communities prioritized for 
visits or contacts in FY__ will include those with high potential risks or benefits from their 
floodplains, those pending approval for CRS application, or under consideration for 
FEMA/State floodplain funding. Appropriate follow-up will be provided in coordination with 
Region _ CCO to correct program deficiencies and remedy violations to the maximum extent 
possible. Community compliance problems not resolved will be referred to the Region _ CCO. 
FMP technical staff has reviewed the FEMA CAV Compliance Course and follows FEMA 
guidance for conducting and reporting CAV/CAC findings. All CAVs and CACs will be entered 
into CIS.  

 

                            COMMUNITY ASSISTANCE VISITS & CONTACTS Individual 
Responsible 

1) Prepare,  2) Conduct, 3) Analyze, report, correspondence, 4) Follow-up 
coordination, &   5) Clerical Support PM, ES, AA 

 
DELIVERABLES AND PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT 
 
Output I Outcome Measurement 
Completed visit / contact & written follow-up 
(reports, etc.) in a timely manner as prescribed in 
the CAV I CAC manual. Technical assistance to 
correct administrative deficiencies &remedy 
violations (within State Agency scope & authority) 
to achieve CAV closure within 6 Month target.  

FMP will use CIS and FPGIMS (quarterly 
progress reports), to track the number of 
communities assisted and prioritize those 
needing compliance or enforcement actions. 
State Agency will assist Region-_ in meeting 
the goal of 75% closure within 6 months. 
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2. Regulations (Ordinance / Resolution) Assistance:  The FMP will perform associated 
regulations assistance activities–with the help of the FEMA CCO–for State communities with 
updated flood maps to assist them in developing and adopting NFIP-compliant regulations. 
Communities must adopt regulations that comply with NFIP-requirements and reference their 
current effective FIRMs and FIS data. Some new flood hazard data provided by FEMA during 
Map Modernization requires revision and adoption of new regulations for many State 
communities. Adoption of the revised FIRMs/FISs and compliant regulations prior to the new 
map effective date is a priority. State’s standard that 95% of all communities facing mandatory 
adoption will adopt regulations by the effective date continues. FEMA requested that states 
adjust their adoption assistance to increase the percentage of communities that adopt the new 
flood maps prior to the 30-day letter being sent. Information on community adoption of 
regulations will be entered and monitored through the CIS.  

 

REGULATIONS ASSISTANCE                             Individual 
Responsible 

1) Draft review & correspondence, 2) Final review, approval, correspondence, &  
3) Clerical Support PM, ES, AA 

 
DELIVERABLES AND PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT 

 
Output I Outcome Measurement 

95% (State's metric exceeds FEMA's 93%) of 
communities receiving LFD that participate in the 
NFIP and have SFHAs will adopt updated 
regulations by the map effective date.  

CIS and FPGIMS will be used to track 
communities receiving Letters of Final 
Determination and adoption dates of 
compliant regulations. FMP will monitor FY__ 
communities and strive to maintain or exceed 
79% adoption 30 days prior to effective date. 

FEMA has projected that the number of 
communities needing to adopt regulations as part 
of Map Modernization as high as 240.100% of 
communities receiving an LFD will be provided 
opportunity for regulations assistance from FMP in 
a timely manner. 

FMP will track by entry in CIS the number of 
regulation reviews 
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3. Five-Year Plan Updates/Performance Measurement:  The 5-Year Plan includes self-
evaluations, best practices, and gap analysis methods based in part on the ASFPM’s Effective 
State Programs and Floodplain Management 2003: State and Local Programs. It also 
considers and incorporates the FMP strategic plan.  NFIP-related post-disaster assistance 
remains a significant unknown when projecting State’s workload. FEMA's adjustments to the 
Multi-Year Flood Hazard Identification Plan (MHIP) will be incorporated as part of the 5-year 
planning process.   

 
Along with the traditional milestones and deliverables, FMP will track outputs/outcomes and 
methods of measuring performance as identified in the 5-year plan.  
 

 

FIVE-YEAR PLAN UPDATES Individual 
Responsible 

Plan 
Management 

1) Review existing FMP-strategic plan, ASFPM Effective State 
Program document, and FEMA/ASFPM workgroup 
recommendations for metrics.  
2) Update strategic plan, obtain internal approval. 

PM, ES 

Grant 
Management 

1) Develop annual CA & budget. 
2) Monitor progress, performance measures, & satisfy CAP 
reporting requirements. 
3) Utilize Grants.gov for submittal & reporting. 

PM, ES 

DELIVERABLES AND PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT 
 
Output I Outcome Measurement 
Update Five-Year Floodplain Management Work Plan. The Plan 
will describe State activities & demonstrate to FEMA State 's 
progress in meeting CAP- SSSE, 3MS, & CTP-MAS goals. State & 
FEMA will have the basis for effectively, efficiently working toward 
reduced flood risk & improved flood hazard information. 

FMP will submit FY__ 
application (via Grants.gov) & 
update 5-Year Plan by 
9/30/__. 
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4. State Model Regulations Updates & Monitoring of State Regulatory Environment FMP 
provides model regulations and guidance for local adoption of basic and advanced flood 
damage reduction regulations, including optional higher standards. Locally adopted Flood 
Damage Reduction regulations provide the legal foundation for floodplain management in 
State. Periodically, NFIP-participating communities must update their regulations to reflect 
changes made to the State Revised Code, the Code of Federal Regulations (as well as 
additional FEMA guidance).  
 
Toward that end, the FMP regularly updates and improves model Flood Damage Reduction 
regulations, incorporating changes in definitions, standards; clarifications of floodplain 
administrator duties, records and data requirements from FEMA, guidance, and lessons 
learned from case law.  

 

STATE MODEL REGULATIONS UPDATES                              Individual 
Responsible 

1) Prepare 2) Compose 3) Edit update 4) Publish materials (including process) and  
5) Clerical Support. PM, ES, AA 
 
DELIVERABLES AND PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT 
 

Output I Outcome Measurement 
Better implementation of the flood damage 
reduction regulations & improved floodplain 
management decisions & development plans.  

regulation guidance 
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5. Outreach, Workshops, and Other Education: A statewide floodplain management conference, 
workshops, and in-state proctored CFM exams are scheduled for FY__. FMP-staff fully participates 
with the Severe Weather Awareness Campaigns and other educational initiatives. Other training will 
be conducted, as needed, to support implementation and enforcement of community floodplain 
management regulations, to promote hazard identification, and strengthen local and state mitigation 
planning initiatives. Education and Outreach is coordinated with FEMA-_ and is outlined in the Five-
Year Plan. The scope of this task includes maintaining the professional development and 
expertise of the FMP-staff for coordination of the NFIP in State. Maintaining professional 
competence is supported by staff attendance at the FEMA _ regional meetings, the ASFPM national 
conference, regional and national technical conferences for CTP and GIS.  CAP-funds are 
designated to cover the biannual CFM renewal fees and the initial exam for any professional staff 
working directly in floodplain management. Activities will be entered into CIS.* 

 

EDUCATION AND OUTREACH                             Individual 
Responsible 

Regulations 
Workshops 

1) Preparation 2) Conduct 3) Follow-up coordination, and 
4) Clerical Support PM, ES,AA 

FLR Workshops 1) Preparation 2) Conduct 3) Follow-up coordination, and                        
4) Clerical Support  PM, ES,AA 

Newsletters 1) Preparation 2) Composition 3) Edit 4) Publish & 5) Clerical Support  PM, ES,AA 
FPM  Handbook 
Update 

1) Prepare 2) Compose 3) Edit update 4) Publish materials (including 
process) and 5) Clerical Support. PM, ES 

State 
Conference 1) Planning, 2) presenting, & 3) overall coordination All 

Post-Disaster 
SOP 

1) Prepare 2) Compose 3) Edit update 4) Publish materials (including 
process) 5) Clerical Support to integrate emergency mgt functions, 
terms & ODNR Admin/processes, coordination with State Building 
Officials Assoc and State Floodplain Mgt Assoc response. 

PM, ES 

Staff 
Professional 
Development 

FEMA _ Regional Meetings  PM, ES 
CTP/GIS Training  ES, GS 
ASFPM National Conference  PM, ES 
CFM (__) renewals for FMP-staff ($__/)  All 

 
DELIVERABLES AND PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT 
 
Output I Outcome Measurement 
Stakeholder focused workshops & training will be 
delivered throughout the state. Better understanding of 
the flood damage reduction regulations & the roles of 
local floodplain managers, design professionals, & 
consultants results in improved floodplain 
management decisions & development plans. 
Competent & certified state staff assisting State 
communities with floodplain management. 

Track workshops conducted and participants. 
Surveys may be used after each workshop to 
assess and adapt content for effectiveness. Track 
attendance at meetings, national conference and 
professional development activities. All tracking 
entries will be made in CIS and FPGIMS. 
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6. General Technical Assistance: GTA will be provided to communities and individuals to resolve 
NFIP-related issues including assisting communities to join and support participation in the 
Community Rating System. Prioritized GTA will be entered into CIS. FMP will conduct Community 
Assistance Meetings to provide specific technical assistance in response to community needs and 
agreed upon priorities. FMP will provide Community Enforcement Support when FEMA initiates 
compliance actions (CAVs, Probation, & Suspension follow-up etc.). 

 

GENERAL TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE  
Individual 
Responsibl
e 

GTA 1) Preparation, 2) Response, 3) Analysis, correspondence, &              
4) Clerical Support All 

Priority GTA 
1) Preparation, 2) Response, 3) Follow-up coordination, 4) 
Clerical Support, & 5) CIS entries of all priority assistance: i.e., 
regulations, LFDs & NFIP—applications, assistance based upon 
LFO, & MHIP. 

All 

Community 
Assistance 
Mtgs 

1) Preparation, 2) Conduct, 3) Follow-up coordination, 4) Clerical 
Support, & 5) CIS entries. All 

Community 
Enforcement 
Support 

1) Preparation, 2) Conduct with FEMA, 3) Follow-up coordination, 
&    4) Clerical Support. PM, ES, AA 

 
DELIVERABLES AND PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT 
 
Output I Outcome Measurement 
Continue on-demand delivery to requestors of 
timely, needed information allowing FMP the 
opportunity for influencing land use and floodplain 
management decisions.  

FMP will use the CIS to record significant 
assistance. 
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7. Mapping Coordination Assistance: FMP will coordinate CAP-funded activities with 3MS-funded 
activities to prevent duplicate funding. Multi-Year Identification Plan (MHIP) and the Mapping 
Information Portal (MIP) have been used to develop, update and coordinate the FY__ CAP with 
Flood Map Modernization Management Support (3MS) grant activities. Mapping Assistance activities 
will be entered into CIS.  

 
The State of State is a Cooperating Technical Partner and has committed to work in harmony 
with FEMA to complete the goals of Map Modernization and Risk M.A.P. While State is not 
involved in large-scale map production, the State has provided assistance in prioritizing 
counties for map production, review, and documentation of mapping needs, digital base map 
inventory and attendance at scoping and community meetings. The specific actions addressed 
under this task are complimentary and supplemental to the actions and task undertaken with 
the 3MS and CTP-MAS-Risk M.A.P grants.  
 
Honoring the prioritization of map adoption and regulation assistance, FMP staff will strive to 
accomplish education/awareness and compliance activities through this task: 

 

MAPPING COORDINATION ASSISTANCE  Individual 
Responsible 

1) Preparation 2) Conduct Meetings 3) Follow-up coordination, &  4) Clerical CIS 
Support  PM, ES, AA 

1) Countywide data preparation, 2) Entry: FIRMs I LOMCs  GS 
1) Clerical Support with CIS entries (Work log)  AA 
 
DELIVERABLES AND PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT 
 
Output I Outcome Measurement 
FEMA has projected that up to ___ communities 
may need to adopt regulations as part of Map 
Modernization. 100% of communities receiving an 
LFD will be provided opportunity for regulations 
assistance from FMP in a timely manner. 

FMP will track by entry in CIS the number of 
regulation reviews 
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8. Coordination with Other State Programs and Agencies: FMP works with other state 
agencies (State Departments of Health and Transportation, EMA, EPA, and Manufactured 
Home Commission) in support of state-administered programs and activities that relate to 
floodplain management including: Hazard Mitigation Grant Program, the Pre-Disaster 
Mitigation Program, the State Dam Safety Program, State Hazard Mitigation Team, and other 
state land use and water resources programs. Coordination with other state agencies occurs 
on adoption and implementation of legislation, executive orders, and administrative rules that 
meet State NFIP-requirements (see Task 2 details). 

 
FMP’s approach is to provide cooperative leadership for the management of State 's floodplains by 
building local floodplain management expertise and capability. FMP participates with other state 
agencies for the purposes of promoting effective floodplain management, education and awareness, 
and project review/selection. As part of the nationwide Flood Map Modernization initiative, FEMA 
required all partnering agencies to develop Five-Year Plans to help identify the allocation of 
floodplain management resources that will be supporting the adoption of the new and revised flood 
maps. The long-range plan has also been incorporated as a requirement for CAP-SSSE. State 
Agency has utilized the Five-Year Plan as a strategic document that combines the various plans, 
assessments and vision of the Floodplain Management Program with the Division, Department and 
FEMA goals and objectives for the NFIP and 3MS. 

 
 

COORDINATION WITH OTHER STATE PROGRAMS AND AGENCIES  Individual 
Responsible 

State Floodplain Mgt Assoc, Housing 
Task Force, Silver Jackets, 
Professional Land Surveyors Assoc, 
State Building Officials Assoc, County 
Commissioners Assoc., Severe 
Weather Awareness, State Hazard 
Mitigation Team and Mitigation 
Support 

1) Preparation & plan, 2) coordination, 3) 
participation in meetings, 4) report, 5) assist with 
production of materials, 6) implement project 
selection, meetings & plan, (including the two 
annual awareness weeks and annual 
ceremonies). 

PM, ES 

State EPA-DEFA & Manufactured 
Home Park Reviews (including 
installation and anchoring) 

Reviews for compliance with floodplain mgt. 
standards of permit applications and financial 
assistance applications, update guidance 
materials, and review engineering support 

ES 
 

 
 
DELIVERABLES AND PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT 
 
Output I Outcome Measurement 
Partnerships will be initiated & I or strengthened & technical 
assistance, & education will be developed (as needed) & delivered 
to promote FMP goals & objectives. FMP goals & objectives will be 
better integrated throughout federal, state & local agencies 
programs & actions. 

FMP will track the number of 
project reviews, coordination 
meetings, & education 
delivered. 
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9. Assistance to Communities in Responding to Disasters: FMP provides post-disaster 
assistance and support to NFIP-communities including assistance for implementing substantial 
damage requirements, joining the NFIP, general floodplain management, promotion and use of 
Increased Cost of Compliance (ICC) coverage, and a variety of hazard mitigation initiatives. 
The CAP may be modified as needed to reflect these changes (see Task 1 details).  

 
In the event of a presidential disaster declaration, additional Post-Disaster activities will be 
performed under this task in accordance with the State Agency, Floodplain Management 
Program Standard Operating Procedure for Flood Disasters. Activities described in the SOP 
focus on NFIP-compliance, mitigation activities, and education. The original SOP provided to 
the FEMA Region _ Office was developed under the FY 2001 CAP. Hours are assigned to this 
task as needed for active disaster response.  

 

 
DELIVERABLES AND PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT 
 

Output I Outcome Measurement 
FMP will maintain SOP to guide post disaster 
activities, consistent with current federal, state & 
local emergency management protocol. Process 
for OBOA assistance will be incorporated as an 
appendix. 

SOP document & support materials. 

FMP substantial damage guide & educational 
materials to integrate the inspection support 
process for substantial damage determinations. 

Substantial Damage guide & educational 
materials. 

Services and Products identified in the SOP for 
preparedness, response, recovery, and mitigation 
activities. The window of opportunity in the post-
disaster situation can be maximized to implement 
projects, compliance, and awareness that will 
result in reduced flood risk and sustainability in 
communities.  

All post-disaster activities will be documented 
and approved by FEMA prior to the allocation 
of CAP resources to their support.  

 

POST DISASTER RECOVERY ACTIVITIES  Individual 
Responsible 

Response 
Functions 

1) Remote monitoring and incident assessment, 2)  State EMA-
FEMA coordination, 3) Participation in assessment briefings, &  4) 
Preparing field teams for deployment 

All 

Recovery 
Functions 

1) Local official NFIP-Damage Assessment Training, 
2) Identification of high water marking opportunities, 
3) Letters to NFIP-participating and non-participating communities  
4) Joint NFIP/mitigation briefings 
5) CAV/Cs for NFIP-ratings of communities submitting mitigation 
program funding applications 

All 
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